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Abstract
This paper investigates the question of the building of admissible stress field in a substruc-
tured context. More precisely we analyze the special role played by multiple points. This
study leads to (1) an improved recovery of the stress field, (2) an opportunity to minimize
the estimator in the case of heterogeneous structures (in the parallel and sequential case), (3)
a procedure to build admissible fields for FETI-DP and BDDC methods leading to an error
bound which separates the contributions of the solver and of the discretization.
Keywords: Verification; Domain decomposition methods; Heterogeneity; Multiple points;
FETI-DP
1 Introduction
The strong mathematical properties of the finite element method [3] for the approximation of the
solution of mechanical problems are unfortunately not sufficient to precisely guarantee a priori the
quality of the computed fields. A posteriori verification aims at providing a numerical estimate
of the distance between the unknown exact solution and the calculation. Several types of error
estimators exist.
Estimators based on the lack of regularity [33] of the stress field are often efficient and easy to
implement but they may underestimate the error. Strict estimators can be obtained at the price
of the evaluation of constants that depend on the shape of the domain, which is not very practical.
Estimators based on the error in constitutive equation [16, 19], or on the equilibrated residuals
[12, 13] (which in fact are equivalent approaches) give strict bounds without constant but they
require the computation of a statically admissible (equilibrated) stress field.
Statically admissible stress field can be obtained by separate dual analysis [14], or by a post-
processing of the finite element displacement. Among these post-processors, we can cite the El-
ement Equilibration Technique (EET) [18, 21] and its recent variant [17, 28, 29], and flux-free
techniques based on partition of unity [4, 25, 26, 9, 23, 24]. Note that whatever the approach, the
numerical cost is never negligible.
In [27], it was shown that the methods to post-process balanced stress fields could be embedded
within the framework of non-overlapping domain decomposition [10]. In particular, when using
the balancing domain decomposition (BDD [22]) or the finite element tearing and interconnecting
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(FETI [8]), specific displacement and traction fields can be generated and as inputs of a parallel
procedure for the computation of statically admissible fields. Those results are recalled in Section 2.
The first aim of this article, which is a subject of Section 3, is to investigate more deeply the
proposed procedure and in particular to emphasize the role played by nodes shared by several
subdomains. These nodes, often referred to as multiple points or cross-points, require specific
attention for the computation of statically admissible stress fields. In particular, in case of strong
heterogeneities, ignoring the importance of multiple points may lead to a defective error estimation.
To tackle this difficulty, we analyze the role of the multiple points in error estimation and take
advantage of the optimization problem it triggers to better the reconstruction of the admissible
stress field. In Section 4, we show how the classical procedure EET to build statically admissible
fields can be improved in order to take into account strong heterogeneity. The result is a more
accurate sequential error estimator. We highlight the strong similarity between the optimization
at the multiple points and the optimization in this sequential estimator. Then in Section 5, we give
numerical results of the optimized procedures applied to a two-dimensional mechanical problem
with strong heterogeneities. Finally, we extend the parallel error estimation procedure to the
FETI-DP algorithm [7, 6] and BDDC algorithm by a specific treatment of multiple points for the
construction of balanced tractions. The bound separates the contributions of the solver and of the
discretization.
2 Principle of error estimation in substructured problems
This section recalls the main principles of our approach for a posteriori error estimation in the
framework of non-overlapping domain decomposition, with application to FETI [8] and BDD [22]
as presented in [27].
2.1 Reference mechanical problem and admissibility spaces
Let us consider the static equilibrium of a structure which occupies the open polyhedral domain
Ω Ă Rd and which is submitted to given body force f , traction force g on BfΩ and displacement
ud on the complementary part BuΩ such that measpBuΩq ‰ 0. We assume the structure undergoes
small perturbations and that the material is linear elastic, characterized by the Hooke’s tensor H.
In the following, u is the unknown displacement field, εpuq is the symmetric part of the gradient
and σ is the Cauchy stress tensor.
For an open subset ω Ă Ω, we note Buω “ BuΩ X Bω and Bfω “ BfΩ X Bω, and we introduce
the following subspaces of kinematically admissible pKaq and statically admissible pSaq fields:
Kapωq “
!
v P “H1pωq‰d such that trpvq|Buω “ ud) , (1a)
Ka0pωq “
!
v P “H1pωq‰d such that trpvq|Buω “ 0) , (1b)
Ka00pωq “
!
v P “H1pωq‰d such that trpvq|BωzBfω “ 0) , (1c)
Sapωq “
$’&’%
τ P “L2pωq‰dˆd
sym
such that @ v P Ka00pωqż
ω
τ : εpvq dx “
ż
ω
f.v dx`
ż
Bfω
g.v dS
,/./- (1d)
where tr is the trace operator. We introduce the following functional called error in constitutive
relation for a pair of displacement and stress fields pv, τq P “H1pωq‰d ˆ “L2pωq‰d2
sym
:
eCR,ωpv, τq “ ||τ ´H : εpvq||H´1,ω, with || ‚ ||H´1,ω “
„ż
ω
‚ : H´1 : ‚ dx
1{2
(2)
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The mechanical problem set on Ω may be formulated as:
Find pu, σq P KapΩq ˆ SapΩq verifying eCR,Ωpu, σq “ 0, (3)
Under the given assumptions, the solution to this problem exists and is unique, so that σ matches
the singleton defined by SapΩq XH : ε pKapΩqq.
Let us now consider a decomposition of domain Ω into open subsets pΩpsqq1ďsďNsd (Nsd is
the number of subdomains) so that Ωpsq X Ωps1q “ H for s ‰ s1 and Ω¯ “ YsΩ¯psq, and mark
with superscript psq the restriction on domain Ωpsq. Under this framework, kinematic and static
admissibility on the whole structure may be restricted to each sub-structure Ωpsq providing the
verification of interface conditions, namely displacements continuity (4a) and balance of tractions
(or action-reaction principle) (4b). Therefore, we have, for any globally admissible pair pv, τq:
v P KapΩq ô
"
vpsq P KapΩpsqq, @s
trpvpsqq “ trpvps1qq on Υps,s1q, @ps, s1q , (4a)
τ P SapΩq ô
"
τ psq P SapΩpsqq, @s
τ psq ¨ npsq ` τ ps1q ¨ nps1q “ 0 on Υps,s1q, @ps, s1q , (4b)
where Υps,s1q “ BΩpsq X BΩps1q is the interface between Ωpsq and Ωps1q.
Of course, the error in constitutive relation can be written as a sum of local contributions:
@pv, τq P “H1pωq‰d ˆ “L2pωq‰d2
sym
, eCR,Ωpv, τq 2 “
Nsdÿ
s“1
´
eCR,Ωpsqpvpsq, τ psqq
¯2
.
2.2 Basics on error estimation
Our error estimation technique is based on the following property, called the Pragger-Synge theo-
rem [16]:
@puˆ, σˆq P KapΩq ˆ SapΩq, ||εpu´ uˆq||2H,Ω ` ||σ ´ σˆ||2H´1,Ω “ e2CR,Ωpuˆ, σˆq (5)
where pu, σq solves the reference problem (3). We choose to measure the error in displacement
e “ u ´ uˆ, and introduce the following norm: ~e~Ω :“ ||εpeq||H,Ω ď eCR,Ωpuˆ, σˆq. Thus for any
admissible approximation of the solution puˆ, σˆq P KapΩq ˆ SapΩq, the error in constitutive relation
is a computable upper bound of the error. Then the problem of the error estimation can be
addressed through the ability to build kinematically and statically admissible approximations.
In the case of the finite element approach (of the monolithic problem), the displacement ap-
proximation uh solves the following problem:
Find uh P KahpΩq such that σh “ H : εpuhq satisfiesż
Ω
σh : εpvhq dx “
ż
Ω
f.vh dx`
ż
BfΩ
g.vh dS, @ vh P Ka0hpΩq. (6)
where KahpΩq is a finite dimension subspace of KapΩq so that we set uˆ “ uh. Note that uh takes
the following form uh “ ϕhu where ϕh is the matrix of shape functions and u the vector of nodal
displacements.
The solution σh “ H : εpuhq unfortunately does not belong to SapΩq, except in trivial cases.
The construction of the admissible stress field σˆh P SapΩq requires to apply a whole procedure
(often referred to as recovery of balanced residual). It is a crucial point since the sharpness of error
estimation strongly depends on the quality of the σˆh.
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We note by Feq the algorithm chosen to build an admissible stress field σˆh from the finite
element one σh. Feq also takes as inputs the continuous representation of the imposed body
force f and of the traction force g.
σˆh “ Feqpσh, f, gq P SapΩq
In our applications, the chosen algorithm is either the Element Equilibration Technique [18] or
the Flux-free technique [25] with p-refinement for elements problems (three degrees higher poly-
nomial basis [2]). The general principles of the EET technique are recalled in section 4 where an
improvement is proposed in order to take into account the material heterogeneity.
2.3 Admissible field recovery for FETI and BDD domain decomposition
We assume that the mesh and the decomposition of Ω are conforming so that (i) each element only
belongs to one subdomain and (ii) nodes are matching on the interfaces. Under this assumption,
each degree of freedom is either located inside a subdomain or on its boundary Γpsq “ Ys1Υps,s1q
where it is shared with at least one neighboring subdomain.
In order to decouple the subdomains, we introduce λpsqb the vector of unknown nodal reactions
imposed on the boundary of Ωpsq by its neighbors. The finite element equilibrium of subdomain s
then writes:
Kpsqupsq “ f psq ` tpsqTλpsqb (7)
where Kpsq is the stiffness matrix, f psq is the vector of generalized forces and tpsq is the discrete
trace operator (which extracts the boundary values from a vector defined on the whole subdomain)
and thus tpsqT is the extension by zero operator.
To complete the system, we need the discrete counterparts of the interface equations: continuity
of displacement (4a) and balance of forces (4b). This is done by the introduction of assembling
operators A and B (they will play an important role in our analysis and will be thoroughly
described in the next section): ÿ
s
Apsqλpsqb “ 0 (8a)ÿ
s
Bpsqtpsqupsq “ 0 (8b)
Note that when there are only two subdomains, and thus one simple interface, these equations can
be written as: up1qb ´ up2qb “ 0 and λp1qb ` λp2qb “ 0.
In [27], it was proved that when using the most classical iterative solvers for system (7,8a,8b),
namely FETI [8] and BDD [22], it is possible to build at no extra cost the following fields, whatever
the convergence state of the solver:
•
´
upsqD
¯
: vectors of displacements continuous at the interface přs BpsqtpsqupsqD “ 0q which
define a globally admissible field: uˆD “ pϕpsqh upsqD qs P KapΩq.
•
´
λ
psq
N
¯
: vectors of nodal reaction which are balanced at the interface, so that
ř
s Apsqλ
psq
N “ 0,
and which make the local equilibrium (7) well posed Neumann problems.
•
´
upsqN
¯
: vectors of displacements associated with the resolution of (7) with imposed reac-
tions
´
λ
psq
N
¯
. Let uN “ pϕpsqh upsqN qs, the field σN “ pH : εpuN qq is a global stress field which
satisfies the finite element equilibrium.
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As a consequence, it was proposed, still in [27], to use σN as a starting point for the computation
of a global statically admissible stress field. In order to use classical recovery algorithms, one
simply had to give a continuous representation gpsqΓ P L2pΓpsqq of the traction field on the boundary
compatible with the nodal reactions
´
λ
psq
N
¯
:
λ
psqT
N “
ż
Γpsq
g
psq
Γ ¨ϕhpsqb dS (9)
Then one simply used the recovery algorithm in parallel:
σˆN “
´
Feq
´
σ
psq
N , f
psq, gpsq, gpsqΓ pλpsqN q
¯¯
s
leading to the following inequality [27]:
~u´ uˆD~2 ď
Nsdÿ
s“1
´
eCR,ΩpsqpuˆpsqD , σˆpsqN q
¯2
(10)
In fact, there are cases where the above approach is not satisfactory:
• There is a risk that in the vicinity of multiple points gpsqΓ pλpsqN q looses its balance (gpsqΓ|Υps,s1q `
g
ps1q
Γ|Υps,s1q ‰ 0), because the contributions of the two (or more) neighbors are not correctly
distinguished. This causes a theoretical loss (never met in practice) of the exactness of the
error bounding.
• In the presence of heterogeneity, the parallel estimator may become unduly large compared
to the sequential one.
The first problem is addressed in section 3, the second one in section 4 and assessments are
presented in section 5. An important by-product of these developments, exposed in section 6, is
the extension of all previous methods and results to FETI-DP and BDD-C algorithms which are
very popular domain decomposition methods [6, 5].
Remark. In [32], it was proved that the following bounds with separated contributions could also
be derived:
~u´ uˆD~ ď }r}M `
gffeNsdÿ
s“1
´
eCR,ΩpsqpupsqN , σˆpsqN q
¯2
~u´ uN~ ď }r}M `
gffeNsdÿ
s“1
´
eCR,ΩpsqpupsqN , σˆpsqN q
¯2 (11)
where }r}M is a well-chosen norm of the solver’s residual computed at each iteration, whereas the
second term is governed by the discretization error.
3 Recovery of admissible fields in the presence of multiple
points
In this section we present how multiple points need to be taken into account when recovering stress
fields in parallel. To do so, we first show the impact of multiple points on assembling operators,
then we present the improved recovery procedure and finally we show how an opportunity is left
to optimize the estimator.
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3.1 Assembling operators
The assembling operators aim at connecting neighboring subdomains together. They rely on
various descriptions of the interface between subdomains. An example is provided in figure 1
where operators are concatenated in a row A “ `Ap1q . . . ApNsdq˘. In this example, we use
a crosspoint of multiplicity 4 (the node is shared by 4 subdomains) but all developments in this
section remain valid whatever the multiplicity.
Since we assume conforming meshes and discretization at the interface, we can use a description
of the substructures in terms of degrees of freedom. In the following expressions, the boundary
operator B gives the degrees of freedom associated with nodes on the boundary of the subdomain.
We can define different sets of degrees of freedom on the interface. In all cases, degrees of freedom
where Dirichlet conditions are imposed are excluded:
Υpi,jq “ pBΩpiq X BΩpjqqzBuΩ, interface between Ωpiq and Ωpjq
Γpiq “ BΩpiqzBΩ “
ď
j
Υpi,jq, boundary of Ωpiq
Υp “
ď
i
Υpiq, primal interface
(12)
The first way to connect subdomains together is to locate their boundary pΓpiqq in the global
interface Υp (also called primal interface). To do so we introduce the inclusion map of the local
boundary into the global interface, which we call the primal assembly operator:
Apsq : RΓ
psq ÝÑ RΥp . (13)
Apsq is a full rank matrix with #Υp rows and #Γpsq columns, with one 1 per column and zeros
elsewhere. Figure 1(a) shows an example for operators Apsq in the simple case of four substructures
with a primal interface constituted by five nodes.
The second type of connection is realized using any set of matrices pBpsqq such that:ÿ
s
BpsqApsqT “ 0,
Rank
´
Bpsq
¯
“ #Γpsq.
(14)
Bpsq has #Γpsq columns and all pBpsqqs have the same number of rows which shall be sufficiently
large for each degree of freedom of pΓpsqq to be involved at least once. The rows of pBpsqqs are
called connecting relations and they are represented by the set Υd (also called dual interface).
Let RΓ represent the space of vectors defined on the boundary of the subdomains; we have the
following fundamental property:
RΓ “ Range `AT ˘ K‘ Range `BT ˘ . (15)
In other words, a vector defined on the boundary of subdomains can be decomposed in a unique
way as a the sum of a continuous (primal) contribution and a balanced (dual) contribution.
From a practical point of view, there exists many ways to construct the dual assembly operators
pBpsqq. We only present the most classical assembly operator used by solvers (simply written Bpsq)
and a second assembly operator more relevant for the recovery of admissible fields (written BpsqF ),
we omit other possibilities [11].
The most classical dual assembly operator relies on the use of the following description of the
dual interface:
Υd “ ΥCd :“
´
Υpi,jq
¯
iăj
6
and Bpsq is the signed inclusion map RΓpsq ÝÑ RΥCd . The signs ensure that two neighbors have
opposite contributions. With that construction, which is very easy to implement, even subdomains
sharing one single node create a connection. This leads to many redundant rows in B, namely
mpm´ 1q{2 for a m-multiplicity node while only pm´ 1q relationships are necessary to ensure the
connectivity. However, it is well known that redundancies do not affect the resolution procedure
[8]. The classical dual assembly operator is illustrated on figure 1(b).
A second way to define the dual assembly operator is to only keep, in the connectivity table
interfaces with non-zero measure: these are faces in 3D (and edges in 2D).
Υd “ ΥFd :“
!
Υpi,jq, i ă j, with measpΥpi,jqq ‰ 0
)
This dual assembly operator, written BF, is illustrated on figure 1(c). Note that there is still
one redundancy per multiple point. A specific basis of kerpBTFq, associated with a cyclic stress, is
illustrated in figure 2, we write it down Rœ. Note that building Rœ is a rather simple operation
which relies on an analysis of the mesh connectivity and of the decomposition.
3.2 Scaled assembling operators
The scaled assembling operators pA˜psqq and pB˜psqq play a role in the preconditioning of the domain
decomposition methods. They are such that
řpsq A˜psqApsqT “ I and řpsqBpsqB˜psqTBpjq “ Bpjq.
In other words, scaled assembling operators are pseudo-inverses of assembling operators: A˜ “ AT`
and B˜ “ BT` . Many scaling being possible, in order to characterized them, they are associated
with optimization problems:
pupsqqs given in RΓ, U “
ÿ
A˜psqupsq ô U “ arg min
RΥp
}upsq ´ApsqTU}K
pλpsqqs given in RΓ, Λ “
ÿ
B˜psqλpsq ô Λ “ arg min
RΥd
}λpsq ´BpsqTΛ}K´1
(16)
where K and K´1 stand for well-chosen norm of RΓ. Note that because of the redundancies at
multiple points, B˜psq is not fully characterized by previous system, but anyhow the mechanically
consistent piece of information BpsqTΛ is unique (it only depends on K´1).
3.3 Building a continuous representation of balanced interefforts
In this subsection, we show how a nodal intereffort ΛF P RΥFd allows a more precise recovery of
interface fluxes than (9). Indeed we can build the piecewise function gpsqΓ “ pgps,s
1q
F qs1 solution to:´
Bpsq
T
F ΛF
¯T
|Υps,s1q
“
ż
Υps,s1q
g
ps,s1q
F ¨ϕhpsqb dS (17)
Typically one can develop gps,s
1q
F on the finite element shape functions of Υps,s
1q as was done in [27]
on Γpsq. Then we automatically have gps,s
1q
F “ ´gps
1,sq
F P L2pΥps,s
1qq, and the classical recovery can
be used in parallel on the subdomains:
σˆN “
´
Feq
´
σ
psq
N , f
psq, gpsq,
´
g
ps,s1q
F pBpsq
T
F ΛF q
¯
s1
¯¯
s
In the following subsection, we show how ΛF P RΥFd can be obtained, starting from very general
data, which are easily obtained in BDD and FETI [27], but also in FETI-DP approach as explained
in section 6.
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Ωp1q
1p1q
2p1q3p1q
Ωp2q
1p2q 2p2q
3p2q
Ωp3q
1p3q
2p3q 3p3q
Ωp4q
1p4q2p4q
3p4q
2 4
3
1
5 A “
¨˚
˚˝
¨˚
˚˝˚1 0 00 0 10 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0
‹˛‹‹‚
¨˚
˚˝˚0 0 01 0 00 0 1
0 0 0
0 1 0
‹˛‹‹‚
¨˚
˚˝˚0 0 00 0 01 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
‹˛‹‹‚
¨˚
˚˝˚0 0 10 0 00 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
‹˛‹‹‚‹˛‹‚
(a) Primal assembly operator A
Ωp1q
1p1q
2p1q3p1q
Ωp2q
1p2q 2p2q
3p2q
Ωp3q
1p3q
2p3q 3p3q
Ωp4q
1p4q2p4q
3p4q
2 6 8 4
3
7
5
1
10
9
B “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 ´1 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
0 0 0
´1 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 ´1 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
0 0 0
0 0 0
´1 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 ´1 0
0 1 0
0 ´1 0
0 0 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
0 0 ´1
0 0 0
0 0 0
´1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 ´1 0
0 0 0
0 ´1 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
(b) Classic dual assembly operator B
Ωp1q
1p1q
2p1q3p1q
Ωp2q
1p2q 2p2q
3p2q
Ωp3q
1p3q
2p3q 3p3q
Ωp4q
1p4q2p4q
3p4q
2 6 8 4
3
7
5
1
BF “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 ´1 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
0 0 0
´1 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 ´1 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
0 0 0
0 0 0
´1 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 ´1 0
0 1 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
0 0 ´1
0 0 0
0 0 0
´1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 ´1 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‚
(c) Face-only dual assembly operator BF
Figure 1: Examples of primal and dual assembly operators
3.4 General methodology to compute nodal intereffort ΛF
Using nodal interefforts like ΛF in RangepBF q makes it simple to recover admissible stress fields.
Unfortunately, it does not corresponds to the classical representation of the interface: in the primal
approach, operator A is used; whereas in the dual approach operator B is used, which differs from
BF as soon as there exist nodes shared by more than 3 subdomains (in which case B features
interactions between subdomains with a zero-measure interface).
Our starting point for the construction of ΛF is a vector of nodal tractions λpsqN defined on the
boundary of substructures such that: ÿ
s
ApsqλpsqN “ 0
which can always be obtained during FETI or BDD iterations [27]: in FETI, we directly have λpsqN “
BpsqTΛ where Λ is the main unknown of the problem; whereas in BDD, we have λpsqN “ λpsq ´
A˜psqT
ř
j Apjqλ
pjq where pλpsqqs are the nodal reactions resulting from local Dirichlet problems.
The construction of pλpsqN q during FETI-DP iterations is discussed in section 6.
We thus wish to compute an interaction vector ΛF which corresponds to that distribution of
effort:
λ
psq
N “ Bpsq
T
F ΛF (18)
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Ωp1q
1p1q
2p1q3p1q
Ωp2q
1p2q 2p2q
3p2q
Ωp3q
1p3q
2p3q 3p3q
Ωp4q
1p4q2p4q
3p4q
6 8
7
5
Rœ Rœ “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
Figure 2: Illustration of Rœ in the framework of figure 1(c)
Thanks to (15), this problem possesses solutions. Because of the redundancy of BF at multiple
points, solutions are defined up to a member of the null space of BF. The solution is made unique
by imposing that }ΛF ´Λ1F }P shall be minimal in RΥFd for a chosen norm defined by a symmetric
positive definite matrix P and a reference nodal interaction Λ1F .
The P-norm defines a weighted version of pBpsqF q which we write down ppBpsqF q:
ΛF “
ÿ
s
pBpsqF λpsqN `
˜
I´
ÿ
s
pBpsqF BpsqTF
¸
Λ1F (19)
with pBpsqF “ P´1BpsqF
˜ÿ
j
Bpjq
T
F P´1B
pjq
F
¸`
(20)
ppBpsqF q is a sparse matrix with dense blocks for each multiple point. It is often computationally
more interesting and numerically more stable to seek ΛF as a corrected guess: let Λ0F be any
vector satisfying (18) (typically obtained with P “ I), we have:
ΛF “ Λ0F ´RœpRœ
T
PRœq´1RœTP `Λ0F ´Λ1F ˘ (21)
The choices of the P-norm and of the reference interaction Λ1F are crucial to obtain a good
estimation of the error, in particular in the presence of heterogeneities (see Section 5 for assess-
ments). From our experiments, we draw two conclusions: first the heterogeneity must be taken into
account, second Λ1F must be chosen in agreement with the real mechanical state of the structure
which can be estimated through the finite element Cauchy stress on the element edges σpsqh ¨nps,s
1q.
It comes out that this issue has a direct equivalent in the sequential Element Equilibration Tech-
nique (EET) when optimizing the force fluxes around an internal node (see [32] for a discussion on
the potential closed stress fluxes in finite element models). Note that, to the authors’ knowledge,
heterogeneities had never been considered in papers related to the EET.
In the next section, we present an improvement of the sequential EET in order to take into
account heterogeneities. Regarding domain decomposition and multiple points, we propose to
conduct the same computation. More precisely, we condense the star-patch problem built around
multiple points on the interface in order to find the best ΛF . This strategy implies limited extra
sparse communications: one small all-to-all exchange on local communicators associated with
vertexes (in 2D) or edges (in 3D). The methodology to recover optimized stress is summed up in
figure 3.
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Figure 3: Methodology for parallel stress recovery / equivalent sequential star-patch
4 Improvement of sequential estimators for heterogeneous
problems
This section presents how the Element Equilibration Technique (EET) can be improved to take
into account heterogeneity. Moreover, as announced in previous section, these improvements have a
direct counterpart in the parallel reconstruction of admissible stress field for domain decomposition
methods.
We first quickly recall the main principles of equilibrated stresses recovery through the EET
algorithm and invite the interested reader to refer to [18, 20] for more details. Besides, it should
be noted that the improvement presented here may also be applied to newer EESPT algorithm
[17], or the STARFLEET method [29], since the common basis is shared by these approaches.
4.1 Classical recovery of balanced stress
The element-wise recovery of equilibrated stress takes place in two steps:
1. A traction field pFˆγqγ is built on the edges γ (faces in 3D) of the mesh so that it verifies the
equilibrium with both external and internal loading;
2. σˆh is recovered from pFˆγq through the resolution of element-wise problems defined as:
divpσˆh|Eq ` f “ 0 on E,
σˆh|E .nE “ δγEFˆγ on γ P BE,
where δγE “ ˘1 is a signed boolean coefficient verifying δγE`δγE1 “ 0 on the edge γ “ BEXBE1
in order to enable the balance of stress fluxes across element boundaries.
As will be shown in section 5, the jump of material coefficients need to be taken into account
during the first step in order to build relevant values for equilibrated the traction fields Fˆγ , leading
to effective error estimators.
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The EET recovery method seeks the equilibrated traction field pFˆγq thanks to the following
prolongation condition on each element E of the mesh:ż
E
pσˆh ´ σhq.∇ϕi dE “ 0, @E P Eh, @i P NEh , (22)
where Eh is the set of elements of Ωh and NEh the set of vertexes of E. This condition, which links
the admissible stress field σˆh to the finite element one σh, leads to the following equations for pFˆγq:ÿ
γPBE
ż
BE
δγEFˆγϕi dΓ “
ż
E
pσh : εpϕiq ´ fϕiq dE, @E P Eh, @i P NEh ,
In a practical way, the previous system enables to seek for generalized nodal values Fˆϕγ,i of pFˆγq
defined on each edge γ adjacent to node i by:
Fˆϕγ,i “
ż
γ
δγEFˆγϕidΓ.
We derive the resulting system in the case of one internal node as in figure 4. Note that similar
optimization can be conducted in the case of nodes on the part of the boundary where a Dirichlet
condition is prescribed (in other configurations the system is closed and leaves no opportunity for
optimization). After expressing the condition (23) for each element containing the node i, one
obtains the following problem on patch ωh,i corresponding to the support of shape function ϕi
(fig. 4): ¨˚
˚˝˚ 1 ´1 0 00 1 ´1 0... ... . . . ...
´1 0 0 1
‹˛‹‹‚
¨˚
˝Fˆ
ϕ
γ1,i
...
Fˆϕγn,i
‹˛‚“
¨˚
˝
ş
E1
pσh : εpϕiq ´ fϕiqdE
...ş
En
pσh : εpϕiq ´ fϕiqdE
‹˛‚ (23)
Figure 4: Star patch ωh,i associated with the interior node i
The system (23) is not sufficient to find an unique set of generalized nodal values pFˆϕγ,iqγPB´
i
,
where B´i is the set of edges radiating from the node i. Indeed the vector vœ “
`
1 . . . 1
˘T
is a basis of the null space. It is clearly the sequential counterpart of the basis of Ker
`
BTF
˘
,
as illustrated on figure 2. Classically, the solution is made unique by recasting the system in a
constrained optimization problem:
minimize
ÿ
γPB´
i
˜
Fˆϕγ,i ´ Fmγ,i
measpγq
¸2
under condition (23)
where Fmγ,i “
ż
γ
1
2
“
δγEσh|E .nE ` δγE1σh|E1 .nE1
‰
ϕi dΓ.
(24)
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From a mechanical point of view, previous problem consists in computing the equilibrated traction
field pFˆγ,iqγ nearest to the mean values of stress fluxes across elements’ edges defined by pFmγ,iqγ .
4.2 Improvement for heterogeneous problems
In the heterogeneous case, considering for instance problems with strong gaps of the Young modulus
across elements, the previous choice of minimization does not seem to be relevant. Following the
strategies set up when preconditioning heterogeneous problems solved by FETI or BDD algorithm,
we propose to use weighted mean stress with regard to Young modulus Y in the minimization
process:
minimize
ÿ
γPB´
i
pγ
˜
Fˆϕγ,i ´ Fmγ,i
measpγq
¸2
under condition (23)
where F˜mγ,i “
ż
γ
1
Y´1E `Y´1E1
“
Y´1E δ
γ
Eσh|E .nE `Y´1E1 δγE1σh|E1 .nE1
‰
ϕi dΓ
and pγ “
ˆ
1
YE1
` 1YE
˙
with γ “ BE X BE1.
(25)
Therefore, the equilibrated traction field is closer to the stress flux associated with the adjacent
element with stronger flexibility.
Note that pFˆϕγ,iqγ can be searched as a sum of a particular solution pFˆϕ,Pγ,i qγ and of an element
of the kernel βvœ where β is a scalar computed in order to minimize the following distance :
1
2
››››´Fˆϕ,Pγ,i ` βvœ ´ F˜mγ,i¯γPB´
i
››››
P
(26)
where P is the norm defined by diagppγ{
a
measpγqq which makes this minimization problem equiv-
alent to (25). One can recognize the problem solved in the case of a multiple point (21) as detailed
in the previous section.
5 Numerical assessments
In order to assess the performance of our parallel estimator in the presence of multiple points and
heterogeneities, we consider the 2D problem of a square of side L clamped on its basis, submitted
to traction and shear on its upper edge while both left and right edges are assumed to be traction-
free. Four square are included in the matrix, as shown in figure 5. Materials are chosen to be
isotropic linear elastic, with parameters E1 “ 2.105 Pa and ν1 “ ν2 “ 0.3.E2 spans values making
the heterogeneity ratio varying from 10´6 to 106.
A mesh constituted by P1 triangular elements of characteristic size h “ L36 is used. A sequential
computation on the whole domain is conducted, followed by domain decomposition calculations
obtained by splitting of the original domain in an increasing number Nsd of subdomains, with
Nsd “ 5, 9, 18, 36.
Both BDD and FETI algorithms used to solve the substructured problems are respectively
equipped with Neumann-Neumann and Dirichlet preconditioners with stiffness scaling operators.
Beside, the convergence criterion of the solver is set to a value making the algebraic error negligible
with respect to the discretization error. At convergence of the solver, we perform error estimation,
as described in Section 2. The method used to build statically admissible stress field is either
the EET technique [18] or the flux-free technique [25], written down SPET. Element problems are
solved with p-refinement (three degrees higher polynomial basis [2]).
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(a) Description and load-
ing
xyz
(b) Example of mesh
generated(h “ L{36)
(c) Von-Mises stresses on mesh
with h “ L{36 (E2 “ 200Pa
Figure 5: 2D problem studied
5.1 Quality of error estimators with various partitioning
In this subsection, we consider four substructurings and two distributions of materials with inverse
heterogeneity ratios (soft inclusions or stiff inclusions).
5.1.1 Domain partitioning and notation
In Figure 6, we give two decompositions that involve homogeneous subdomains. The first de-
composition is directly based on the position of the inclusions and is without multiple points. In
Figure 7, we illustrate decompositions in 9 and 18 subdomains that lead to heterogeneities inside
subdomains.
(a) Decomposition into 5 subdomains
(matrix and four inclusions)
(b) Decomposition into 36 subdo-
mains
Figure 6: Substructurings with homogeneous domains
In the presentation of numerical results, subscript optim refers to optimization with respect
to multiple points in substructured context and optimization inside the EET procedure in case of
heterogeneities in the domain. For instance, since the substructuring into 9 subdomains leads to
heterogeneous subdomains, EEToptim means that both optimizations for multiple points and for
heterogeneity inside each subdomain have been done.
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(a) Decomposition into 9 subdomains (b) Decomposition into 18 subdo-mains
Figure 7: Substructurings with heterogeneous domains
5.1.2 Case of soft inclusions
In Table 1, we present the error estimations normalized by the energy norm of the finite element
solution in the case of E2E1 “ 10´5 for the four considered substructurings.
Number of subdomains EET EEToptim SPET SPEToptim
1 30.5 3.64 10´1 2.43 10´1
5 3.64 10´1 2.43 10´1
9 37.9 29.6 28.9 22.7
18 40.5 25.3 33.7 19.2
36 44.1 3.99 10´1 38.9 3.31 10´1
Table 1: Dependence of the error estimators wrt the substructuring in presence of soft inclusions
(105 ratio of Young’s moduli, values normalized by the energy).
We make the following observations:
• in the sequential case, the optimization in the EET technique (presented in Section 4) enables
to recover a good error estimation close to the one provided by the SPET which is always
the better.
• With 5 subdomains, there is no multiple points and domains are homogeneous. Therefore
no optimization was done.
• With 9 or 18 subdomains, the optimization at the multiple points enables to better the error
estimation but does not lead to results as accurate as for the sequential optimization. This
is due to the strong heterogeneity at the interface. As shown on the error maps in figure 8,
the optimization at the multiple points reduces the parasite error in those multiples points
but not along the interfaces crossing heterogeneities.
5.1.3 Case of stiff inclusions
In Table 2, we present the relative error estimations for E2E1 “ 105 for the four considered substruc-
turings.
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Figure 8: Error maps obtained with EET-based error estimation without optimization (left) and
with optimization (right) with 18 subdomains
Number of subdomains EET EEToptim SPET SPEToptim
1 2.36 10´1 2.23 10´1 1.64 10´1
5 2.34 10´1 1.86 10´1
9 2.43 10´1 2.35 10´1 1.81 10´1 1.80 10´1
18 2.41 10´1 2.37 10´1 1.93 10´1 1.92 10´1
36 2.37 10´1 2.36 10´1 2.00 10´1 1.99 10´1
Table 2: Dependence of the error estimators wrt the substructuring in presence of stiff inclusions
(105 ratio of Young’s moduli, values normalized by the energy).
We observe that, in the sequential case, even without optimization, the error estimation pro-
vided by the EET is almost as accurate as the one provided by the SPET. We notice that the
optimization in the EET does not worsen the error estimation nor improves it a lot. The error
estimation in parallel resolutions is already as accurate as the error estimation in a sequential
computations. As a consequence, it is not surprising that the specific treatment of multiple point
does not lead to better results.
5.2 Quality of error estimators with increasing heterogeneity between
subdomains
In this subsection, we decompose the structure into 36 identical square subdomains (see Fig-
ure 6(b)) and we keep the same substructuring and discretization. Note that with this decom-
position, every subdomain is homogeneous. We study the behavior of the error estimators with
increasing heterogeneity. In the presentation of the results, we adopt the following notations :
• EET : sequential resolution and use of the EET procedure for the construction of admissible
stress fields
• SPET : sequential resolution and use of the SPET procedure for the construction of admissible
stress fields
• EET optim : sequential resolution and use of the EET procedure with optimization for the
construction of admissible stress fields
• DD EET : parallel resolution and use of the EET procedure
• DD SPET : parallel resolution and use of the SPET procedure
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• DD optim EET : parallel resolution with optimization on the multiples points and use of the
EET procedure
• DD optim SPET : parallel resolution with optimization on the multiples points and use of
the SPET procedure
In Figure 9, E2 is smaller than E1 and in Figure 10, E2 is larger than E1.
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EEToptim
DD EET
DD SPET
DD optim EET
DD optim SPET
Figure 9: Quality of error estimator with increasing heterogeneity : soft inclusions
We observe that in the cases where basic estimators behave poorly (EET, DD EET and DD
SPET with soft inclusions), the optimization enables to recover correct order of magnitude whatever
the heterogeneity ratio. In other cases all estimators give quite close results.
6 Application to error estimation in FETI-DP algorithm
The results of previous sections are very useful in order to derive a procedure to obtain admissible
fields in the FETI-DP method [7, 6] and to prove that the bounds with separated contributions of
[29, 30, 31] also apply to this algorithm.
Note that all results presented here are also valid for BDDC [5] which corresponds to the
derivation of the same ideas as FETI-DP starting from the primal approach.
6.1 The FETI-DP algorithm
In the FETI-DP algorithm, primal constraints are incorporated in the formulation so that sub-
domains always remain weakly connected. The chosen connections make all local problems well
posed, and act like a coarse problem which warranties the scalability of the method even in difficult
situations: [5, 1, 15]. The most basic constraint consists, in 2D, in ensuring the continuity of the
displacement at corners (which are the boundary of edges, multiple points being a particular class
of such nodes). This is the type of constraints we will focus on subsequently.
Note that more general constraints can be chosen, like weighted averages over faces (in 3D).
Often these constraints are implemented using local change of basis (so that even complicated
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Figure 10: Quality of error estimator with increasing heterogeneity : stiff inclusions
constraints end up to be applied on single modified degrees of freedom). Anyhow these changes of
basis do not modify the methodology to compute admissible fields because continuity and balance
are properties independent from the chosen basis.
Let the subscript c represent corners, and the subscript r represent the remaining degrees of
freedom of which we distinguish the internal dofs i from the other interface dofs o (not corners).
We define in a straightforward manner the restriction of trace and assembly operators on corners
and other degrees of freedom. The FETI-DP problem can be written as:
Find Λo such that
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
$’&’%
Kpsqupsq “ f psq ` tpsqTo Bpsq
T
o Λo, @s
under the constaint
ÿ
s
Bpsqc tpsqc upsq “ 0
such that
ÿ
s
Bpsqo tpsqo upsq “ 0
(27)
Algorithm 1 presents the associated algorithm, with the following notations:
• Kc˚c matrix of the coarse problem:
Kc˚c “
ÿ
s
Apsqc
´
Kpsqcc ´Kpsq
T
rc Kpsq
´1
rr Kpsqrc
¯
Apsq
T
c (28)
• Scaled assembly matrix rBpsqo , such that řBpsqo rBpsqTo “ I
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• Forward problem pupsq,λpsqc q “ SolveLpλpsqo , f psqq:$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
upsq “
˜
upsq1,r ` upsq3,r
upsqc
¸
, λpsqc “ Kpsqcr pupsq1,r ` upsq3,rq `Kpsqcc upsqc
with upsq1,r solution to Kpsqrr u
psq
1,r “ tpsq
T
λpsqo ` f psq
and upsqc “ ´Apsq
T
c Kc˚c
´1 ÿ
j
Apjqc Kpjqcr u
pjq
1,r
and upsq3,r solution to Kpsqrr u
psq
3,r “ ´Kpsqrc upsqc
(29)
• Preconditioning pδλpsq, δupsqq “ SolveSpupsqo q#
Kpsqδupsq “ tpsqT δλpsq
under the conditions tpsqo δupsq “ upsqo , tpsqc δupsq “ 0
Algorithm 1: FETI-DP: main unknown Λo
Initialization Λo ;
pupsqN ,λpsqc q “ SolveLpBpsq
T
o Λo, f psqq; // λpsqN “
”
Bpsq
T
o Λo;λpsqc
ı
Compute residual r “ přs Bpsqo tpsqo upsqN q;
Define local displacement δupsqo “ rBpsqTo r ;
pδλpsq, δupsqq “ SolveSpδupsqo q ; //
upsqD “ upsqN ´ δupsq
λ
psq
D “ λpsqN ´ δλpsq
Compute preconditioned residual z “ řs rBpsqo δλpsqo ;
Compute search direction w “ z;
while
?
rT z ą  do
pδupsqN ,∆λpsqc q “ SolveLpBpsq
T
o w, 0q;
q “ řs Bpsqo tpsqo δupsqN ;
α “ prT zq{pqTwq;
Λo Ð Λo ` αw ; //
upsqN Ð upsqN ` αδupsqN
λ
psq
N “
”
Bpsq
T
o Λo;λpsqc ` α∆λpsqc
ı
r Ð r´ αq;
δupsqo “ rBpsqTo r;
pδλpsq, δupsqq “ SolveSpδupsqo q ; //
upsqD “ upsqN ´ δupsq
λ
psq
D “ λpsqN ´ δλpsq
z “ řs rBpsqo δλpsqo ;
w Ð z´ pqT zq{pqTwqw
end
6.2 Parallel reconstruction of admissible fields and error estimation
In algorithm 1, we showed how it was possible at no cost to build the fields upsqN ,u
psq
D ,λ
psq
N . As
proved in the following paragraphs, the following properties hold:
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• upsqD defines a continuous field of displacement:ÿ
s
Bpsqo tpsqo u
psq
D “
ÿ
s
Bpsqo tpsqo u
psq
N ´
ÿ
s
Bpsqo tpsqo rBpsqTo Bpsqo tpsqo upsqN “ 0 (30)
The continuity at corners is at the basis of the coarse problem and is not perturbed during
the preconditioning (where null displacement is imposed on corners)
• pupsqN ,λpsqN q satisfy the subdomains’ equilibrium:
KpsqupsqN “ f psq ` tpsq
T
λ
psq
N (31)
and reactions are balanced at the interface:ÿ
s
Apsqo λ
psq
N,o “
ÿ
s
Apsqo Bpsqo Λo “ 0ÿ
s
Apsqc λ
psq
N,c “ 0 from definition (29)
(32)
This means that uD “ pϕpsqh upsqD q is a kinematically admissible displacement field, and that σpsqN “
H : εpϕpsqh upsqN q can be used, together with λpsqN , to compute a globally statically admissible stress
field σˆh.
Once those fields are obtained, the error estimation consists in the evaluation of the quantity
eCR,Ωpuˆh, σˆhq “
gffeNsdÿ
s“1
´
eCR,Ωpsqpuˆpsqh , σˆpsqh q
¯2
.
which is a strict upper bound of the true error.
6.3 Separation of the sources of the error
We have the following property, using notations of algorithm 1:
~uN ´ uD~2Ω “
ÿ
s
ż
Ωpsq
εpupsqD ´ upsqN q : H : εpupsqD ´ upsqN qdΩ
“
ÿ
s
´
λ
psq
D ´ λpsqN
¯T
tpsq
´
upsqD ´ upsqN
¯
“
ÿ
s
δλpsq
T
tpsqδupsq “
ÿ
s
δλpsq
T
o δupsqo
“ rT z
(33)
where we have used the fact that δupsqc “ 0
This means that the quantity ~uN ´ uD~2Ω is naturally computed at each iteration. Thus all
the results involving separation of sources of error (11) can be used in FETI-DP (see also [30, 31]
for bounds on quantities of interest and lower bounds).
7 Conclusion
In this article, we emphasize the role of multiple points for the error estimation in the framework
of domain decomposition methods. We propose an optimization to reconstruct nodal reactions
at these specific points that is optional in absence of heterogeneity but is necessary to recover a
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efficient error estimator in case of strong heterogeneities. By the way, because of strong similarities
between optimization at multiple points and reconstruction of fluxes in star-patches in the EET
algorithm, we propose an enhancement of the EET in case of strong heterogeneities. The numer-
ical assessments on a 2D mechanical structure show the quality of the proposed improvements.
Finally, the specific attention towards the multiple points also allows us to extend the parallel
error estimation procedure to FETI-DP (and BDDC) algorithms.
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